Dr R L Morgan (MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, London) Fractionation Studies with 6 MeV Neutrons and 8 MeV X-rays Neutrons, uncharged atomic particles of unit mass, were discovered by Chadwick in 1932. Within five years Aebersold and the Lawrences at Berkeleyhad carried out the first neutron radiobiological experiments and Robert Stone had started a clinical trial of fast neutron therapy. The early clinical results were encouraging but late tissue damage was a disappointing complication and has discouraged neutron therapy ever since. The 6 MeV neutron beam produced by the Medical Research Council's 45-inch Cyclotron at Hammersmith Hospital has been used to investigate neutron effects on pigskin in an attempt to provide a rational explanation of the late effects observed clinically by Stone.
Experimental Results
Pigskin was irradiated with fractionated doses of 8 MeV X-rays and 6 MeV neutrons and the subsequent reactions observed for at least three months, and in some instances for up to three years. It has been found that the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of fast neutrons increased with the number of fractions into which the radiation dose was divided. In addition, for similar early reactions no progressive increase in tissue damage in the neutron-irradiated areas has been observed in periods up to three years after the exposure. The neutron doses prescribed clinically by Stone were based on single-exposure RBE estimates and a knowledge of the increase in X-ray dose necessary with fractionation in clinical practice. It is suggested that the late tissue damage observed clinically by Stone was due to the increase in RBE with extended fractionation shown by the pigskin results, an effect that could not have been known by Stone at the time of the neutron clinical trial.
Clinical Advantages andPossibilities ofFast Neutron Therapy Fast neutrons of 6 MeV energy have an oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) of about 1 7 compared with a value of about 3 for X-rays of the energies used in radiotherapy. Consequently anoxic tumours should respond better to fast neutron irradiation than to X-rays. Normal tissues which are anoxic, such as cartilage, are also likely to show an enhanced radiation effect and until the effects of fast neutrons on such tissues are better understood tumours close to or involving cartilage should be avoided in any trial of neutron therapy.
With the limitation of radiation dose to normal tissues familiar to radiotherapists, the 6 MeV neutron beam delivers to anoxic tumours a biologically effective dose about 1 6 times greater than that delivered by 8 MeV X-rays. Such a gain factor may well provide a clinically useful improvement in therapeutic results. 
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Studies in Lung Structure
Where it is necessary to make a thorough study of the lung at post-mortem, radiographic examination can play an indispensable part. It reveals the extent and situation of any abnormalities and allows an exact correlation to be made between the radiographic and the histological appearances.
For radiography of the lung to be of value the lung must be fully inflated with air. This permits adequate radiographs of the whole lung to be made. But if the lung is then fixed with formalin solution further radiography (which may be necessary to locate small lesions of low density) is of little value. It is far better, therefore, to inflate the lung and fix it with formalin vapour (Cureton & Trapnell 1961 ) so that useful radiographs can also be made of the whole fixed lung or slices of it.
This technique of gaseous fixation and radiography is as essential to informative studies of pulmonary anatomy, with or without injections of contrast media (Trapnell 1963), as it is to studies of disease states (Trapnell 1964) .
Other applications of the method include:
(1) Correlation of radiographic appearances with the macroscopic pathological findings. This is particularly of value for teaching. Specimens prepared in this way are ideal for mounting for museums. (2) Location of very small lesions and structures (and correlation of their radiological and histological features). (3) Demonstration of the extent and distribution of lesions known or suspected. (1) Pulmonary Ventilation It has been shown that variations in radiographic density of the lungs during respiration and during various phases of the cardiac cycle can be recorded by photodensitometry (Marchal & Marchal 1955 , Marchal et al. 1959 , Steiner et al. 1960 , Oderr 1964 .
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The density of the lung at any particular moment depends on the quantity of lung tissue within the X-ray beam. Variations of the density depend on the amount of lung tissue displaced by air during respiration. Thus the amplitude of the density curve is related to the volume of air entering and leaving the lung and its shape is related to the speed at which this air exchange takes place.
Methods
The patient is placed on a tilting couch with an X-ray tube behind and an X-ray image intensifier in front for accurate localization of the areas of lung to be examined. Two matched photomultipliers are placed over the chosen areas of lung, a constant low intensity X-ray beam passes through the selected areas of the lungs, the emergent beam falls upon 5 cm diameter calcium tungstate fluorescent screens and the light from these is recorded by the photomultipliers. Because of the known logarithmic absorption of X-rays in soft tissues, the signal from the photomultipliers undergoes logarithmic amplification in order to produce linear recordings. Further linear amplification is necessary before the final records are made.
In view of the high sensitivity of the apparatus the level of radiation is small: approximately 50 kV at 0-1 mA gives an incident skin dose of less than 0-2 r per minute localized to a small area.
Spirometric and electrocardiographic records are obtained simultaneously with the density records.
Application and Results
There is a close similarity between the shape of the spirometric and density records during quiet respiration, sustained inspiration and forced expiration. The density curves from similar areas of the two lungs are identical. On sustained inspiration a small ripple can be seen synchronous with the heart beat due to the pulsation of blood within the lungs.
Examples
The density records over a pulmonary cyst showed much diminished amplitude of change with respiration when compared with the record from a similar site in the opposite normal lung field. This difference is accentuated on forced expiration. In another patient with severe generalized airways obstruction with bullous changes in one area of lung, a density curve followed the spirometric curve closely showing poor amplitude on quiet respiration and very slow fall in density on forced expiration. The density record over the bullous area showed practically no change on either normal or forced expiration.
The density records of a patient with pulmonary fibrosis due to sarcoidosis showed diminished amplitude on normal respiration symmetrical in both lungs; on forced expiration the density records showed a fall at normal rate but of diminished amplitude closely following the spirometric curve.
A patient with a mediastinal mass but with essentially normal lung fields on the chest film showed diminished amplitude of density changes on normal respiration and no arterial pulsation on the abnormal side. The pulmonary arteriogram demonstrated that the mediastinal mass was totally occluding the right main pulmonary artery.
Conclusions
The close similarity between the spirometric and density records in normal and abnormal patients makes it probable that the densitometry tracings are recording regional pulmonary ventilation. Comparison of similar areas of the two lungs allows a qualitative assessment to be made. Ultimately it is hoped to make the method quantitative.
